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skin cleansingskin protection

Art.-No. Description

CFG0100

CFG1000

Flexi Guard
Flexi Guard is a silicone-free skin protection spray lotion  
which prevents skin irritation caused by contact with varying  
working materials. Protects from direct skin contact with oil and 
water-soluble working materials.

Flexi Guard, bottle, 100 ml, 15 bottles/pack

Flexi Guard, vacuum bottle, 1.000 ml,  
6 vacuum bottles/pack, 42 packs/pallet 
 

Art.-No. Description

CLC2000

CLC10000

Lotion Creme
Lotion Creme is a mild hand cleaning lotion with a pleasant 
fresh scent. Skin caring substances provide a pleasant  
skin feeling after application. Dermatologically tested.

Lotion Creme, vacuum bottle, 2.000 ml,  
6 vacuum bottles/pack, 55 packs/pallet

Lotion Creme, 10 l, 1 can/pack, 60 packs/pallet
 

CDS1000B

CLS10000

Lotion Soap
Lotion Soap is a mild hand cleansing lotion with a pleasant 
scent. It only requires small quantities to achieve a good  
cleaning effect. Skin-friendly substances allow a frequent  
use without adverse effect to the skin.  
Dermatologically tested.

Lotion Soap, red, 950 ml, 10 bottles/pack

Lotion Soap, red, 10 l, 1 can/pack, 60 packs/pallet

Art.-No. Description

CTB2000

CTB10000

Titan Basis
Titan Basis is a mild hand cleanser made of natural raw  
materials. Skin caring substances and mild abrasives allow  
a frequent use. PH-neutral and biologically degradable.  
Titan Basis is suitable for a thorough removal of oils, bitumen 
and other heavy dirt. Dermatologically tested.

Titan Basis, vacuum bottle, 2.000 ml,  
6 vacuum bottles/pack, 55 packs/pallet

Titan Basis, 10 l, 1 can/pack, 60 packs/pallet 
 

CTC2000

CTC10000

Titan Comfort
Titan Comfort is a cleanser and a nutritional crème in one  
product. Titan Comfort is a strong and skin caring hand  
cleanser with a pleasant scent. Herbal based nutritional oils  
provide the skin with an especially long-lasting smoothness. 
PH-neutral. Titan Comfort is especially made for the removal  
of heavy dirt.

Titan Comfort, vacuum bottle, 2.000 ml,  
6 vacuum bottles/pack, 55 packs/pallet

Titan Comfort, 10 l, 1 can/pack, 60 packs/pallet 

CTS2000 

CTS10000

Titan Spezial
Titan Spezial is a creamy, alkali and silicone-free hand cleanser 
with apple scent. Cleansing intensive esters guarantee a better 
skin compatibility than comparable skin cleansers. Titan Spezial 
for the removal of colours, paint, adhesives and heavy dirt.

Titan Spezial, vacuum bottle, 2.000 ml,  
6 vacuum bottles/pack, 55 packs/pallet

Titan Spezial, 10 l, 1 can/pack, 60 packs/pallet 
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Art.-No. Description

CDC0100

CDC1000

Derma Care
Derma Care is a silicone-free skin caring hand cream for  
nutrition and care of the skin after work. Supports the  
formation of a protective coat, moisturizes and protects  
from dehydration. Silicone-free and dermatologically tested.

Derma Care, bottle, 100 ml, 15 bottles/pack 

Derma Care, vacuum bottle, 1.000 ml,  
6 vacuum bottles/pack, 42 packs/pallet

Art.-No. Description

CDK0500B

CDK1000B

Corpusan HD
Corpusan HD is a skin washing lotion, which protects against 
listeria and salmonella also if there is high contamination of 
protein, fats etc. Corpusan is innocuous for foods.

Hand Decontamination, 500 ml, 12 bottles/pack

Hand Decontamination, 950 ml, 10 bottles/pack

Skin Care

Hand Decontamination

Art.-No. Description

CDM0500B

CDM1000B

CDM5000

CDM10000

Corpusan Skin Disinfection
Corpusan Skin Disinfection is a remedy for hygienical and  
medical hand disinfection. Antisepticum for the skin with  
a wide range of effect and ready for use. Tested and having  
been resulted effective by guidelines DIN EN 1500 for  
hygienical disinfection of hands. Examination certificates:  
EN 1500 and prEN12791, VAH listing

Skin Disinfection, 500 ml, 12 bottles/pack 

Skin Disinfection, 950 ml, 10 bottles/pack

Skin Disinfection, 5 l, 1 can/pack

Skin Disinfection, 10 l, 1 can/pack

Skin Disinfection

General standard terms and conditions

Recognition of our general standard terms and conditions
All offers for concluding contracts include our standard terms and conditions. 
Differing conditions of costumers are only valid if they are acknowledged by  
us expressly. 

Orders and contract conclusion
The client is bound by his order. The order expires if we do not accept it within  
a delay of 8 working days. The delay starts with access of the order on the  
following working day. 

Prices and payment
All price offers are excl. VAT. If not expressly agreed upon otherwise, the buyer 
bears all costs and risks of all shipments, therefore ex works. Shipments which 
are delivered without freight cost or free station/construction site/warehouse  
are to be insured by the buyer. For loss or damage on the transport way 
JM-Metzger GmbH can not be held responsible. 

Due date
Our invoices are to be paid by proforma. Differing conditions of costumers are 
only valid if they are acknowledged by us expressly. In case of late payment we 
also raise the by law enabled fees. Per written letter at least 3 Euros. 

Discount schematic
In principle only the current price list is valid. Should JM-Metzger agree on the 
basis of particular order quantities on special discounts, then they are only  
valid if they are especially confirmed by JM-Metzger GmbH in written letter. 
However they can be cancelled at all times. 

Delivery time
JM-Metzger GmbH is trying to deliver as fast as possible and to stick to the  
confirmed delays and delivery dates. Should the delivery be delayed by our  
fault for more than 2 weeks the buyer has the right to set an extended deadline, 
which should last however at least 2 weeks. After running out of the extended 
deadline the buyer has the right to cancel the contract. Compensation of 
damages because of delay or non-fulfilment can only be raised in case of gross 
negligence or intention of JM-Metzger GmbH. Delivery and performance delay 
due to force majeure and of circumstances that JM-Metzger GmbH can not  
be held responsible for – to which are counted strikes, lockout and official  
enforcements - JM-Metzger GmbH can not be held responsible for. As delivery 
day the day is counted on which the shipping of the order has been made by  
part of JM-Metzger GmbH, otherwise the day on which the buyer receives notice 
of the Shipment or the readiness for collection. Part deliveries are approved and 
can be charged separately. 

Extension of delay 
Those entitle JM-Metzger GmbH to extend the delivery dates for the  
corresponding durance of the disablement with a reasonable preparation  
time of the deliveries or to withdraw partly or completely from the contract.  
Principal conditions for the observation of the mentioned delivery dates  
are that the buyer has supplied the required documents for purchasing of  
goods on time and a possibly agreed part payment has been observed. 

Liability for defects
Obvious defects are to be claimed without culpable hesitation within 8 days in 
written form and with exact description of the defects. In case of reasonable 
defects we are only liable for the direct damage. Replacement of the claimed 
goods is made by goods in good condition or the repayment of the purchasing 
price. Further claims are out of the question. General alterations in construction 
or design which do not reduce the suitability of the goods, are no defects. 

Warranty promise
Claimed goods delivered by us can only be sent to our former supplier.  
He will decide independently over necessity or the kind of reconstruction. 

Colours and special editions
Parts which were coloured or designed in a special edition for a client  
can not be taken back in any case. 

Printing costs 
Some of our dispensers can be printed with a customer specific logo.  
The costs for the print are as follows: 
0,40 € per print and colour 
70,00 € one-off payment for the creation of the clichée for the silkscreen printing. 
The minimum order quantity is 100 pieces.

Place of performance and legal venue
Place of performance and legal venue for delivery and payment including cheque 
and exchange legal complaints and especially for summary proceedings is  
Heilbronn am Neckar. 

Reservation of ownership
The goods maintain to be our property until final payment from all claims of  
deliveries. This is also to be applied after exploitation by third persons. 

Return shipments
The redemption of products delivered by us is only possible with explicit approval 
by us with return shipments free of charge. Taking back or exchange of special 
editions or especially ordered goods on request of the client is not possible.  
We can only take back equipment/dispensers in original packing. 


